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Learn Disciplined Agile and Earn your DASM!
Disciplined Agile (DA) is a toolkit to aid project teams in delivering value to
stakeholders. You may have tried Agile methods in the past and found them to
be overly prescriptive, but that's not DA. DA enables teams to choose their way
of working, improve process flow, and delight customers.
Learn how you can use DA to improve any of your projects - from product
delivery to construction to IT. DA is for everyone.
Earn 14 PDUs in this online course from our friends at GR8PM. The class
includes 14 hours of training, an Agile self-assessment, and the registration fee
for the Disciplined Agile Scrum Master exam. Grow your skills and your career
during this course!

June 21 through 24th
2:30 pm - 6:00 pm
GR8PM is offering chapter members a $25 discount if you use the coupon
code: PMI-INW-25!

REGISTER

DA Case Study:

Learn how a 70 year old investment firm with 12,000 employees in 34 countries, and
$1.4 trillion in assets adopted Disciplined Agile to deliver value more
quickly: https://www.pmi.org/disciplined-agile/resources/disciplined-agile-successstories/franklin-templeton-case-study

Board Member Testimonial:

"I earned my DASM just over a year
ago. At first, I was hesitant to pursue an
additional certification, since I already
have my PMP. But I am so glad I did! I
use my DASM every day managing IT
projects and our IT help desk. My team
has adopted pieces of the DA toolkit
that make sense for us, which has
dramatically improved our quality and
reduced time to delivery. We're better
because of DA."
- Shawna Ernst, VP of Marketing and
Technology
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